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14 Abstract
15 Persistence in time series of daily weather pattern (WP) classifications can provide useful 
16 information such as on the memory of broad-scale atmospheric circulation. Despite this, 
17 research of WP persistence has lagged behind that exploring their frequencies of occurrence. 
18 We develop two methods for identifying persistence in a 167-year time series of WPs defined 
19 over the North Atlantic-European domain. The first is an empirical counting technique used 
20 to find periods of persistence amongst sets of WPs, with the definition of persistence more 
21 relaxed than just consecutive occurrences. We then condition this method on the driest WPs 
22 to see if persistence can be used to identify historical drought. The second method uses a 
23 Markov model to assess if WP t ansition probabilities change when conditioned on 
24 information up to 20 days prior, without the need for estimating the large number of 
25 parameters usually required for high-order Markov chains. Results are compared with a 
26 benchmark ensemble of synthetic time series generated using first-order transition 
27 probabilities. We show that there were multi-month periods when small sets of WPs 
28 dominated, and some of these periods coincided with notable meteorological events, 
29 including droughts and storms, such as the mid-1990s drought in northern England and the 
30 Burn’s Day Storm over southern Scotland in 1990. Some WPs also behave as ‘attractors’, 
31 showing increased probability of reoccurrence despite other WPs occurring in-between. 
32 However, we find no link between the persistence statistics of each WP and their flow 
33 characteristics, except for those featuring an easterly flow over the UK, which are amongst 
34 the most persistent. The benchmark simulation ensemble is unable to reproduce many of the 
35 key persistence statistics of the observations, confirming that the persistence is a physical 
36 phenomenon. Finally, we discuss the potential processes underpinning WP persistence, such 
37 as the effects of large-scale circulation patterns and land-surface feedbacks.
38 1. Introduction
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39 A weather pattern classification comprises a group of weather patterns (WPs; also called 
40 weather types, circulation types or circulation patterns), each representing distinct states of 
41 atmospheric circulation over a given domain and time-scale (usually daily). They are a useful 
42 way of reducing the complexity of the atmosphere and making general predictions of local-
43 scale weather variables such as temperature or precipitation. There is a wide range of 
44 research using WP classifications, including in historical and future climate change studies 
45 (Donat et al., 2010a; Gómez-Gesteira et al., 2011; Lorenzo et al., 2011; Brigode et al.; 
46 Fereday et al., 2018), weather prediction (Ferranti et al., 2015; Neal et al., 2016; Vuillaume 
47 and Herath, 2017) and in establishing links with a variety of hydro-climatic variables (Trnka 
48 et al., 2009; van den Besselaar et al., 2009; Donat et al., 2010b; Giuntoli et al., 2013; Ramos 
49 et al., 2013; Wilby and Quinn, 2013; Nied et al., 2014; Prein et al., 2016; Richardson et al., 
50 2018); see Huth et al. (2008) for a full review and for references to literature pre-2008. 
51 Uniting the majority of these studies is their focus on WP frequencies of occurrence. By 
52 analysing how the frequencies of the WPs change over time or during particular hydro-
53 meteorological events, it is possible to identify changes in circulation or those WPs most 
54 commonly associated with a type of extreme weather. For example, various authors have 
55 studied how WP frequencies change during floods or droughts in the UK (Wilby, 1993; 
56 Phillips and McGregor, 1998; Wilby, 1998; Fowler and Kilsby, 2002; Fleig et al., 2011; Burt 
57 and Ferranti, 2012; Pattison and Lane, 2012; Wilby and Quinn, 2013; Richardson et al., 
58 2018).
59 WP persistence has been much less researched and has focussed on changes and trends in 
60 mean persistence over time (Stefanicki et al., 1998 ; Werner et al., 2000; Kyselý, 2002; 
61 Kyselý and Domonkos, 2006; Kyselý and Huth, 2006; Kyselý, 2007; Blenkinsop et al., 2009; 
62 Cahynová and Huth, 2009; Casado et al., 2009; Kučerová et al., 2017). Missing from the 
63 literature is analysis of the longest persistent sequences of WPs and the implications for 
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64 atmospheric circulation and hydro-climatic variables. Furthermore, persistence has not to our 
65 knowledge been explored in a modelling context except by Fayos and Fayos (2007). Using 
66 the objective Lamb Weather Type classification (Lamb, 1972; Jenkinson and Collison, 1977), 
67 they developed a neural network forecast model to predict a WP based on the previous five 
68 days of WPs. Quantifying persistence in a statistical framework is a useful exercise as it 
69 could form the basis of a WP forecast model. Another motivation for this study is to explore a 
70 more relaxed definition for persistence. WP persistence has always been defined in previous 
71 works as uninterrupted sequences of a single WP (or WP cluster) and as a result these 
72 sequences are relatively short, typically with a mean of one week or less (Werner et al., 2000; 
73 Kyselý, 2002; Kyselý and Domonkos, 2006; Kyselý and Huth, 2006; Cahynová and Huth, 
74 2009; Casado et al., 2009). An exception found by Kučerová et al. (2017) is for some 
75 classifications during the summer over the eastern Mediterranean, which show a mean 
76 persistence of up to 52 days, which the authors state reflects the classifications’ unrealistic 
77 temporal behaviour. We propose a less strict assumption, allowing for limited numbers of 
78 different WPs to break up occurrences of the WP(s) under consideration. This means much 
79 longer sequences that are broadly characterised, but not exclusively dominated, by one or 
80 more WPs could be identified, with little change in local climatic conditions.
81 We shall explore the persistence of a 167-year daily WP series from a Met Office 
82 classification (Neal et al., 2016) using two methods. The first is an empirical counting 
83 method used to identify monthly to seasonal persistence in groups of WPs, which will be 
84 linked to UK precipitation and notable meteorological events. The second method focuses on 
85 shorter-term (up to three weeks) persistence in a novel Markov-model framework used to 
86 quantify the likelihood of WPs occurring given their occurrence up to 20 days prior. Results 
87 will be compared to a benchmark ensemble of WP time series. Section 2 outlines the WP and 
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88 precipitation data and the two methods for quantifying WP persistence. Section 3 presents the 
89 results and discussion points and Section 4 provides conclusions.
90 2. Data and methodology
91 Data
92 We use a WP classification introduced by Neal et al. (2016) comprising 30 WPs defined 
93 objectively using daily mean sea level pressure (MSLP) anomalies over the North Atlantic 
94 Ocean and much of Europe. Specifically the domain is 30°W-20°E; 35°-70°N, with a spatial 
95 resolution of 5°. The WP definitions were derived by clustering 154 years (1850 through 
96 2003) of daily MSLP anomaly fields from the European and North Atlantic Daily to multi-
97 decadal climate variability (EMULATE) data set (Ansell et al., 2006) into 30 distinct states 
98 using simulated annealing. Using these definitions, a time series of WPs was created by 
99 assigning daily MSLP anomaly fields from EMULATE to the closest matching WP via the 
100 sum-of-squared-differences. The series was extended from 2004 to 2016 using 1200 UTC 
101 SLP fields from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts ERA-Interim 
102 reanalysis data set (Dee et al., 2011). We use the entire series from 1850 to 2016, referring to 
103 the classification as MO-30 and to individual WPs as WPi, for . MSLP definitions 𝑖 = 1,…30
104 for the WPs are shown in Figure 1. WPs are ordered according to their historic occurrence 
105 between 1850 and 2003: WP1 through WP11 are more common in the summer (April to 
106 September) than in the winter (October to March) half-years and vice versa for the remaining 
107 WPs (Richardson et al., 2018). MO-30 has previously been used to show the contribution of 
108 atmospheric circulation to historical and projected European precipitation variability 
109 (Fereday et al., 2018), to predict periods of increased likelihood for UK coastal flooding 
110 (Neal et al., 2018) and in analysing aspects of UK precipitation and meteorological drought 
111 (Richardson et al., 2018). For precipitation we use the Met Office HadUKP data set from 
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112 1931 to 2016 (Alexander and Jones, 2000). We standardise the data for the nine regions 
113 (Figure 2) by , where  is the distribution of daily precipitation for a particular 𝒁 = 𝑿 ― 𝑥 𝑿
114 month and region and  is the median of .𝑥 𝑿
115 An empirical counting method for identifying long-term WP persistence
116 The first step in analysing WP persistence is to count on how many consecutive days each 
117 WP occurs. Annually, for 24 individual WPs the median persistence is just one day (Figure 
118 3). The remaining six WPs have a median persistence of two days. The maximum persistence 
119 of any WP over the whole 167 years is 18 days for WP27, followed by 17 days for WP28. 
120 These are the only WPs characterised by easterly flow over the UK; this will be discussed in 
121 Section 3. Persistence is also linked to seasonality, with out-of-season WPs less likely to 
122 persist compared to the annual average (not shown).
123 The length of persistence for individual WPs might be suitable for linking with short-term 
124 events such as flooding, but not for events that evolve on longer time-scales, such as drought. 
125 To identify longer-term persistence, we therefore develop an empirical counting (EC) 
126 method, considering sets of WPs, denoted , that are treated as a single WP. For different sets 𝑆
127 of  WPs, EC searches the MO-30 time series to find persistent periods of length at least  𝑛 𝑣
128 days containing WPs in the set. We consider that it is likely that long-duration dry and wet 
129 events will not be exclusively composed of whichever WPs are in the set under consideration 
130 - there will be days on which a different WP occurs that may not be dry or wet (and may 
131 indeed be the opposite to the majority of WPs during the event). However, if the number of 
132 these days is sufficiently low then the period under consideration may still be dry or wet 
133 overall. Therefore, EC permits a certain percentage, , of days to be WPs outside the set. 𝑎%
134 Sets of two and three WPs out of the 30 WPs in MO-30 have 435 and 4,060 unique, 
135 unordered combinations, respectively. It is feasible to compute persistence periods for each of 
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136 these combinations. For higher-order WP combinations, the task becomes far more expensive 
137 in terms of time and computational burden: four- and five-WP sets have 27,405 and 142,506 
138 unique combinations, respectively. Therefore, EC is extended to  by introducing a 𝑛 > 3
139 second set of  fixed WPs, . For , , the empty set. We define a persistence 𝑛𝑓 𝑆𝑓 𝑛 < 4 𝑆𝑓 = ∅
140 period as a time period of at least  days where  of WPs are in  or . Each WP 𝑣 (100 ― 𝑎)% 𝑆 𝑆𝑓
141 in  and at least one WP in  must occur over this period. Using  for  WPs then 𝑆 𝑆𝑓 𝑆𝑓 ≠ ∅ 𝑛 > 3
142 allows identification of much longer periods of persistence, as occurrences of WPs in  𝑆
143 broken up by occurrences of WPs in  will not terminate a persistence period. Moreover, it 𝑆𝑓
144 enables the searching of hypothetically promising sets of more than three WPs while 
145 drastically reducing the total number of combinations to process.
146 The algorithm for EC is as follows, using  and  as an example:𝑛 = 2 𝑛𝑓 = 3
147 1. Define a set of three fixed WPs  and a set of two WPs 𝑆𝑓 = {𝑊1 = 𝑖, 𝑊2 = 𝑗, 𝑊3 = 𝑙}
148  for , with .𝑆 = {𝑊4 = 𝑚, 𝑊5 = 𝑜} 𝑖,𝑗,𝑙,𝑚,𝑜 = 1,…,30  𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 ≠ 𝑙 ≠ 𝑚 ≠ 𝑜
149 2. Set time , the length of the moving window in days, , and the percentage of  𝑡 = 0 𝑣
150 days per moving window allowed to be WPs not in  or  as .𝑆 𝑆𝑓 𝑎%
151 3. Take the  days of the WP time series. If  of WPs in this 𝑡, …, 𝑡 + 𝑣 (100 ― 𝑎)%
152 window are in  or , each WP in  occurs at least once and at least one WP from  𝑆 𝑆𝑓 𝑆 𝑆𝑓
153 occurs, then define a new persistence period of length  days and proceed to Step 4. If 𝑣
154 not satisfied, set  and repeat.𝑡 = 𝑡 + 1
155 4. Set  and take the  days of the WP time series. If  of 𝑡 = 𝑡 + 1 𝑡,…,𝑡 + 𝑣 (100 ― 𝑎)%
156 WPs in this window are also in  or , each WP in  occurs at least once and at least 𝑆 𝑆𝑓 𝑆
157 one WP from  occurs, then the length of the persistence period becomes  𝑆𝑓 𝑣 ∗ = 𝑣 + 1
158 days. Repeat this step until less than  of WPs in  and  are in the (100 ― 𝑎)% 𝑆 𝑆𝑓
159 window, at least one WP from  does not occur or no WPs in  occur.𝑆 𝑆𝑓
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160 5. The persistence period is terminated. Trim the persistence period at either end such 
161 that the period must begin and end with a WP in either  or .𝑆 𝑆𝑓
162 6. Set  and return to Step 3 until the entire time series has been searched.𝑡 = 𝑡 + 1
163 7. Choose a new  and repeat from Step 3 until every combination of WPs has 𝑆 ∗ ≠ 𝑆
164 been processed.
165 A persistence period of  days will not necessarily contain at least  days 𝑣 ∗ 𝑣 ∗ (100 ― 𝑎)% 
166 featuring the WPs in  or , but each of the -day windows within the period will have at 𝑆 𝑆𝑓 𝑣
167 least days of these WPs. EC effectively treats all WPs in the sets as the same 𝑣 ∗ (100 ― 𝑎)% 
168 WP, and therefore the identification of multi-WP persistence periods does not necessarily 
169 mean that the individual WPs persist within that period. It is possible that a period could 
170 consist of many single-day occurrences of WPs in  and/or .𝑆 𝑆𝑓
171 For each identified persistence period, the observed precipitation anomalies, , and expected 𝑍𝑜
172 precipitation anomalies given the WPs, , are calculated. The expected precipitation 𝒁𝑒
173 anomalies for each -day persistence period are calculated as follows.𝑣
174 1. Let  be the time series of precipitation anomalies for a particular region.𝒀
175 2. Set the month, , as that corresponding to the middle day of the persistence period, 𝑀
176 and let the season, , comprise  and the two months either side.𝑠 𝑀
177 3. For each day in the persistence period, , generate  draws 𝑇 = 𝑡,…,𝑡 + 𝑣 𝑄 = 10,000
178 with replacement, , from the conditional distribution of 𝒚𝑻 = (𝑦1,𝑇,…,𝑦𝑄,𝑇)
179 precipitation anomalies given the WP occurring in , 𝑠 𝒀𝑠,𝑊𝑃,
180 4. Over all days, sum the generated samples to obtain a distribution of expected 
181 precipitation anomalies, .𝒁𝒆 = ∑𝑡 + 𝑣𝑇 = 𝑡𝒚𝑻
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182 The observed persistence period precipitation is the sum of the daily anomalies, , over the 𝑌𝑇
183 period, given by . While  can be estimated for the same period that MO-30 is 𝑍𝑜 = ∑𝑡 + 𝑣𝑇 = 𝑡𝑌𝑇 𝑍𝑒
184 available for (1850 to 2016),  is only available from 1931.𝑍𝑜
185 We consider two sets of parameters for EC. First, to test for monthly persistence amongst 
186 small sets of WPs, we choose  WPs,  days and . As  no fixed WPs 𝑛 = 3 𝑣 = 30 𝑎 = 10% 𝑛 < 4
187 are required, so we let . This parameter combination is denoted EC30. These are strict 𝑆𝑓 = ∅
188 criteria: to be satisfied, three WPs will have to dominate 30-day periods with only three days 
189 permitted to be other WPs. The second parameter combination is chosen to seek multi-month 
190 persistence. After trying various numbers of WPs in  and , a suitable compromise between 𝑆 𝑆𝑓
191 number of WPs and length of persistence is identified as follows. We set  WPs,  𝑛 = 3 𝑛𝑓 = 3
192 WPs,  days and  (the same ratio of  and  as for EC30). We name this 𝑣 = 60 𝑎 = 20% 𝑣 𝑎
193 parameter combination EC60. Choosing to investigate the link between persistence and 
194 drought, we then select the three driest WPs according to UK mean daily precipitation 
195 (Richardson et al., 2018) and define  = {WP6, WP17, WP25}. This choice reflects both 𝑆𝑓
196 frequently occurring summer WPs (WP6) and less frequent, wintry WPs (WP17 and WP25). 
197 As the three driest WPs, they are unsurprisingly characterised by anticyclonic conditions over 
198 the UK (Figure 1).
199 A Markov model for quantifying persistence
200 As EC is not a statistical model, it is difficult to use results arising from its application in 
201 further applications such as forecasting. Therefore, we take another approach to quantify 
202 persistence in MO-30, underpinned more formally by a statistical model. A common way of 
203 modelling discrete data is using Markov processes (Norris, 1997) to quantify the probability 
204 of state (in this case WP) transitions. As before, we let  represent a particular WPi on day 𝑊𝑡
205 t. Therefore, the first-order Markov assumption is:
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206 Pr (𝑊𝑡│𝑊𝑡 ― 1, 𝑊𝑡 ― 2, …, 𝑊1) = Pr (𝑊𝑡|𝑊𝑡 ― 1),
207 i.e. the probability of a WP occurring is only dependent on the WP of the previous day. The 
208 transition probabilities are given by the transition matrix, , with each element calculated as 𝐏
209 , for . The most likely transition for any WP is the 𝑝𝑖,𝑗 = Pr(𝑊𝑡 = 𝑖|𝑊𝑡 ― 1 = 𝑗) 𝑖,𝑗 = 1,…, 30
210 same-state transition and the seasonality is also evident, with the lower-numbered, summer 
211 WPs more likely to transition between themselves and vice-versa for the winter WPs (Figure 
212 4). To increase the number of days influencing each transition, higher-order Markov chains 
213 could be considered. However, the number of parameters needed to estimate Markov models 
214 increases exponentially with the order, and the sample size of some multi-day transitions 
215 could be very small, making their transition probability estimates highly uncertain. 
216 Fortunately, for persistence, consideration of all possible transitions to a high order is not 
217 necessary; only the return of the WP system to its initial state is of interest. For example, in 
218 the second-order case, rather than considering Pr (𝑊𝑡 = 𝑖│𝑊𝑡 ― 1 = 𝑗,𝑊𝑡 ― 2 = 𝑙)
219 , it is sufficient to consider . Instead of 30 , 𝑖,𝑗,𝑙 = 1,…, 30 Pr (𝑊𝑡 = 𝑖│𝑊𝑡 ― 1 = 𝑗,𝑊𝑡 ― 2 = 𝑖)
220 permutations given by the values  could take, only one is necessary, that given by .𝑙 𝑖
221 We generalise this idea to higher orders by considering  occurrences of  in the -𝑢 ≥ 1 𝑊𝑡 = 𝑖 𝑘
222 day period prior to the final transition of  to . This conditional probability can be 𝑊𝑡 ― 1 𝑊𝑡
223 expressed as
224 Pr(𝑊𝑡 = 𝑖|𝑊𝑡 ― 1 = 𝑗, 𝑡 ― 2∑
𝑇 = 𝑡 ― 𝑘 ― 1I𝑊𝑇(𝑖) ≥ 𝑢), 𝑖,𝑗 = 1,…,30,       (1)
225 where  is the indicator function defined asI𝑊𝑡(𝑥)
226 I𝑊𝑡(𝑥)≔{ 1 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 = 𝑊𝑡,0 otherwise.
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227 That is, Equation (1) calculates the probability of a WPi occurring given a different WPj on 
228 the previous day and  occurrences of WPi in the  days prior to the final transition. For 𝑢 𝑘
229 notational simplicity we re-write Equation (1) as
230 Pr (𝑊𝑡 = 𝑖│𝑊𝑡 ― 1 = 𝑗, 𝑊(𝑘,𝑢) = 𝑖).       (2)
231 The phrase “ -day period” will always refer to the time period prior to the final transition, 𝑘
232 . Equation (2) reveals whether the occurrence of a particular WP in a given 𝑡 ― 𝑘 ― 1,…,𝑡 ― 2
233 window is likely to be followed by a repeat of this WP, despite other WPs occurring during 
234 the -day period and between the -day period and the final . Furthermore, we can 𝑘 𝑘 𝑊𝑡
235 compare these probabilities with the equivalent first-order transition probabilities in :𝐏
236 𝐷(𝑘,𝑢)𝑖,𝑗 = Pr (𝑊𝑡 = 𝑖│𝑊𝑡 ― 1 = 𝑗) ― Pr (𝑊𝑡 = 𝑖│𝑊𝑡 ― 1 = 𝑗, 𝑊(𝑘,𝑢) = 𝑖).
237 Negative  occur when  i.e. 𝐷(𝑘,𝑢)𝑖,𝑗 Pr (𝑊𝑡 = 𝑖│𝑊𝑡 ― 1 = 𝑗, 𝑊(𝑘,𝑢) = 𝑖) >  Pr (𝑊𝑡 = 𝑖│𝑊𝑡 ― 1 = 𝑗)
238 when WPi has already occurred at least  tim s in the -day window, and the resulting 𝑢 𝑘
239 probability of  transitioning to  is greater than if the sequence was 𝑊𝑡 ― 1 = 𝑗 𝑊𝑡 = 𝑖
240 considered independently. These transitions interest us as they indicate persistence. This 
241 Markov method will be referred to as MM. The choices of  and  used for MM are shown in 𝑘 𝑢
242 Table 1. We choose higher values of  to investigate whether there is long-range dependence 𝑘
243 in time, and the range of values chosen for  are to assess the differences between relaxed 𝑢
244 and strict persistence rules for each .𝑘
245 Comparing with a benchmark ensemble of synthetic WP series
246 To test whether a time-inhomogeneous first-order Markov model can reproduce observed 
247 persistence in the MO-30 data, we conduct a simulation study. Inhomogeneity in time is a 
248 necessary imposition, as ignoring the seasonality in MO-30 would result in the under-
249 estimation of persistence. For example, as summer is dominated by WP1 through WP11, 
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250 using a non-seasonal transition matrix would result in higher numbers of the other WPs and 
251 therefore fewer summer WPs, and hence a decreased likelihood of persistence. We simulate 
252 an ensemble of 1000 WP series using the following procedure:
253 1. Calculate the 12 monthly transition matrices,  of MO-30:𝐏𝒎, 𝑚 = 1,…,12,
254 𝑝𝑚𝑖,𝑗 = Pr(𝑊𝑡 = 𝑖│𝑊𝑡 ― 1 = 𝑗), for 𝑖,𝑗 = 1,…, 30.
255 2. Generate an initial  according to its frequency of occurrence and set time 𝑊1 𝑡 = 1.
256 3. Generate a random number  from the standard uniform distribution 𝑝 ∗ 𝑈(0,1).
257 4. Find the index  such that:𝑞
258 where .
𝑞 ― 1
∑
𝑗 = 1𝑝𝑚𝑖,𝑗 < 𝑝 ∗ < 𝑞∑𝑗 = 1𝑝𝑚𝑖,𝑗 𝑖 = 𝑊𝑡
259 5. Set  and .𝑊𝑡 + 1 = 𝑞 𝑡 = 𝑡 + 1
260 6. Repeat steps 3 to 5 until , the length of the series to be generated.𝑡 = 𝑇
261 The benchmark ensemble has reasonable skill at replicating the observed WP frequencies of 
262 occurrence (Figure S1). For most WPs and months, the observed frequencies fall within 90% 
263 of the simulated series. There are some significant exceptions. In particular, the simulation 
264 methodology underrepresents the occurrences of the two easterly WPs, WP27 and WP28, 
265 between January and March. Winter appears to be the least-well simulated season, with WP4, 
266 WP8, WP10, WP22, WP23, WP25, WP29 and WP30 all featuring at least one month over- or 
267 under-simulated, implying that the first-order transition probabilities are least suited to 
268 modelling this season. The simulated series also fail to capture the observed maximum 
269 persistence of individual WPs, with 90% of the ensemble underestimating this statistic for 22 
270 WPs (Figure 3).
271 3. Results
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272 EC results
273 Despite the transient nature of individual WPs, we can identify multi-month periods where 
274 small numbers of WPs dominate. Furthermore, within these periods, the persistence of 
275 individual WPs tends be above average. EC30 identifies 67 persistence periods from 54 sets 
276 with a median persistence of 31 days (Figure 5a), equivalent to roughly one persistence 
277 period every 2.5 years. The longest persistence period was 48 days over winter 1962/63, 
278 which was characterised by anticyclonic, often easterly, flow over the UK, as can be seen 
279 from the high frequencies of WP25, WP27 and WP28 (Figure 6a). Another example is for 30 
280 days over winter 1990, with WPs in this period suggesting very windy and often stormy 
281 conditions, culminating in a 10-day sequence of WP30, which is the longest amount of time 
282 this WP has persisted over the whole 167 years (Figure 6b). EC60 identifies 79 persistence 
283 periods from 58 sets, with almost half lasting for at least nine weeks (Figure 5b). The two 
284 longest examples are almost a full season in length, over summer 1968 and, again, in winter 
285 1962/63 (Figure 6c and d). The former features a near month-long stretch of anticyclonic 
286 WPs (WP6, WP9, WP17 and WP25) between 16th July and 10th August. The latter shows 
287 how the inclusion of three WPs in  can extend a persistence period by almost a month 𝑆𝑓
288 (Figures 6a and d). However, the key aspect of this persistence period is the dominance of 
289 easterly WPs between 26th December and 9th February, which is completely captured by the 
290 shorter persistence period with  (Figure 6a). All cases in Figure 6 highlight how, 𝑆𝑓 = ∅
291 within each period, individual WP persistence is greater than average, with many cases of 
292 persistence greater than two days (the highest average persistence for any WP). This was 
293 particularly stark during the winter of 1995/96 (Figure 6e), with nine-, 11- and 12-day 
294 stretches of WP17, WP28 and WP27, respectively. That the behaviour of these daily, 
295 typically ephemeral WPs is sometimes reduced down to small sets occurring over such long 
296 time-scales is remarkable and suggests that the WPs, and possibly atmospheric circulation in 
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297 general, can be more predictable than usual for months at a time. A dominant easterly flow 
298 might be the most likely circumstance under which WP predictability is enhanced, as WP27 
299 and WP28 feature strongly in EC30 and (less so) EC60 persistence periods (Figures 5c and 
300 5d). However, any enhanced predictability during such periods is expected, as there are just 
301 two easterly WPs but many more featuring westerly flow (over the UK). Further discussion 
302 of the consequences of the small number of easterly WPs is presented later.
303 EC30 persistence periods are most numerous in winter (December through February; 43 out 
304 of 67), while those identified by EC60 are more common in summer (June through August; 
305 37 out of 79), with winter also well-represented (25 out of 79); refer to Table 2. The reason 
306 that there are many summer persistence periods of at least 60 days in length, but fewer that 
307 are of at least 30 days is due to the percentage of days allowed to be WPs not in  or  (10% 𝑆 𝑆𝑓
308 for EC30 and 20% for EC60). Although the ratio of this percentage and the minimum 
309 persistence period length is the same for both EC30 and EC60, the latter allows for longer 
310 sequences of WPs outside  or  (six consecutive days compared to three days for EC30). 𝑆 𝑆𝑓
311 Therefore we may conclude that summer persistence periods identified by EC60 have 
312 stretches of WPs not in  or  of length greater than three days, whereas those identified by 𝑆 𝑆𝑓
313 EC30 do not. The other key feature highlighted by the seasonal distribution of persistence 
314 periods is how the number of winter events decreases for EC60 compared to EC30. This is 
315 due to the different numbers of WPs associated with each season. In winter, there are more 
316 WPs that tend to occur, and so it is less likely there will be persistence of sufficient length to 
317 satisfy the conditions of EC60. This is even more the case for the spring and autumn. In these 
318 seasons the WP behaviour is transitioning between winter and summer and the frequencies of 
319 occurrence are more evenly spread between all 30 WPs.
320 Overall, persistence periods are associated with drier conditions for western and northern 
321 regions than for eastern and southern regions. These persistence periods sometimes coincide 
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322 with notable meteorological events. Given the WPs that occurred during EC30 persistence 
323 periods, the majority of precipitation simulations are below average in NI, NWE, NS and SS 
324 and average for the other regions (Figure 7a). This east-west divide is probably due to the 
325 predominance of easterly WPs WP27 and WP28 in EC30 periods (Figure 5c), resulting in 
326 wetter conditions for eastern UK. Precipitation for individual persistence periods, on the other 
327 hand, is likely to be determined largely by the flow direction. Expected and observed 
328 anomalies have very similar distributions for both EC30 and EC60, with the main difference 
329 being greater 95th percentile anomalies for observed EC30 anomalies (Figure 7). Including 
330 the three driest WPs in  for EC60 does not change the median and lower-tail distribution 𝑆𝑓
331 statistics by very much, with the main effect being a reduction in the upper-tail anomalies, 
332 particularly in the observations (Figure 7d). The eastern regions remain wetter than those in 
333 the west, again likely due to WP27 and WP28 being amongst the most common WPs in 
334 EC60 persistence periods and also to the higher precipitation variability associated with 
335 WP25 in eastern regions (Richardson et al., 2018). Examples of easterly-flow persistence are 
336 winter 1962/63 (Figures 6a and d) and winter 1995/96 (Figure 6e), with observed and 
337 expected precipitation greater for eastern regions. These correspond to notable 
338 meteorological events, with the former known to be a particularly cold and dry winter (Prior 
339 and Kendon, 2011) and the latter part of the 1995/96 Yorkshire drought (Fowler and Kilsby, 
340 2002). Another example coincident with drought conditions was towards the end of the 2010-
341 12 drought (Figure 6f), which was particularly severe for central, southern and eastern 
342 England in meteorological, hydrological and agricultural contexts (Kendon et al., 2013). The 
343 persistence period occurred over February and March of 2012, with that March being the 
344 driest on record since 1953 (Kendon et al., 2013). EC30 also yielded a particularly notable 
345 storm: an extremely wet January 1990 (Figure 6b), which culminated in the Burns’ Day 
346 Storm (McCallum, 1990) over southern Scotland on the 25th and 26th January. However, our 
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347 results imply that it is difficult to say anything about precipitation based on WP persistence 
348 alone. While there does appear to be a geographical difference (drier conditions in western 
349 regions), this may be an artefact caused by the lack of variety of easterly WPs in MO-30; we 
350 will discuss this more later.
351 Markov model results
352 For some WPs, their probability of occurrence is increased if they have occurred previously, 
353 including situations in which other WPs occur in-between. This holds for different lengths of 
354 the -day window for up to almost three weeks. Over all WPs, the more often a WP occurs in 𝑘
355 this window, the higher probability it has of reoccurring after the final transition. We show 
356 results for MM with , with stricter persistence rules (i.e. higher ) yielding more 𝑘 = 5 𝑢
357 probability in the lower tail of the  distributions (Figure 8a to d). This is also true for 𝐷(5,𝑢)𝑖,𝑗
358 other  (not shown). This suggests that when a particular pattern of atmospheric circulation 𝑘
359 has been dominating over recent days, it is more likely to persist into the future (dependent 
360 on the actual synoptic situation represented by the WPs). To identify the WP transitions that 
361 are influenced by this type of persistence, we count how often each WP transition is below 
362 the 20th percentile of the  distributions (for all 23 combinations of  and ). Persistence 𝐷(𝑘,𝑢)𝑖,𝑗 𝑘 𝑢
363 of anticyclonic WPs appear to influence each other, for example WP6 shows higher 
364 probabilities of reoccurring if the previous WP is WP6, WP17, WP18 or WP25. Similarly, 
365 some cyclonic WPs are more likely to persist if the penultimate WP is also cyclonic, such as 
366 WP7 preceded by WP7, WP8, WP11, WP22, WP24 or WP28 (Figure 9). We collate these 
367 results to identify the most persistent WPs by considering the transitions independent of the 
368 penultimate WP, equivalent to summing the counts given by the rows of Figure 9. It appears 
369 as though the summer WPs are more persistent than the winter WPs, with WP1 and WP7 the 
370 two most persistent (Figure 10a). However, this seasonal divide is also present in the 
371 simulated series. When taking the difference between the observed and simulated medians, 
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372 this contrast is less stark (Figure 10b). Accounting for seasonality, the most persistent WPs 
373 are WP28, WP16, WP7, WP23, WP18 and WP25. Apart from WP7, these occur more often 
374 in winter than summer, although the following three most persistent WPs are all associated 
375 with summer (WP2, WP4 and WP6). We do not find a link between WP persistence and the 
376 corresponding WP’s MSLP definition, with high persistence from WPs that differ by their 
377 MSLP anomalies (e.g. cyclonic WP7 and WP28 versus anticyclonic WP18 and WP25) and 
378 direction of flow over the UK (e.g. westerly or south-westerly WP7, WP18, WP23; southerly 
379 WP16 and south-easterly WP28).
380 The persistence characteristics outlined previously are not replicated by the first-order 
381 transition probabilities. Those WP transitions that are more likely when conditioned on 
382 persistence (i.e. when ) are more numerous and have higher magnitude transition 𝐷(𝑘,𝑢)𝑖,𝑗 < 0
383 probabilities for the observations than for the benchmark ensemble. This is shown by the 
384 differences between the lower tails of the observed and simulated  ECDFs (Figure 8). 𝐷(𝑘,𝑢)𝑖,𝑗
385 An exception is how, for higher  and , there is more probability in the lowest part of the 𝑘 𝑢
386 distribution for the benchmark, not observed, WP series. This can be likened to ‘repelling’ 
387 behaviour: for longer -day windows with stricter persistence rules, the occurrence of certain 𝑘
388 WPs in the prior window reduces the chance of these WPs persisting. However, this is likely 
389 due to these strict transitions occurring infrequently; we have a much smaller sample size in 
390 the observed series than over the 1000 simulated series. Two examples of this behaviour are 
391 for  and  (Figures 8e and f). The simulated ensemble also does not capture the 𝐷10,6𝑖,𝑗 𝐷15,10𝑖,𝑗
392 variation in persistence amongst WPs, with the only differences attributable to seasonality: 
393 summer WPs are more persistent than winter WPs (boxplots in Figure 10a), whereas the 
394 reality is more complex (circles in Figure 10a). For computational reasons we did not run EC 
395 for the synthetic series. However, upper-tail statistics of uninterrupted persistence are, for the 
396 majority of individual WPs, not reproduced in the ensemble (Figure 3). As discussed earlier, 
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397 persistence periods are characterised by above-average persistence of individual WPs and 
398 therefore we may infer that the first-order Markov principle is insufficient to replicate 
399 persistence periods.
400 WPs with an easterly flow
401 The only two WPs with a distinct easterly flow over the UK, WP27 and WP28, stand out 
402 throughout this study for several reasons. They are the WPs with the two longest 
403 uninterrupted sequences over the entire record and have the highest or joint-highest mean and 
404 median persistence (Figure 3). They are also the most common WPs in EC30 persistence 
405 periods (Figure 5c) and are amongst the most common for those identified by EC60 (Figure 
406 5d). Furthermore, the first-order Markov assumption is least suited to these two WPs, as they 
407 show the greatest difference between observed and simulated maximum persistence (Figure 
408 3), and their monthly frequencies are particularly under-simulated in winter (Figure S1). As 
409 there are just two easterly WPs, we might exp ct most daily MSLP fields with an easterly 
410 flow to be assigned to them and hence for these WPs to have high within-WP variability. To 
411 check this, we calculated the spatial correlation between the WPs and their underlying 
412 (concurrent) MSLP fields. These results show that, in fact, WP27 and WP28 have amongst 
413 the lowest within-WP variability (Figure S2). As such, the fact that these WPs stand out 
414 cannot be attributed to an unsatisfactory assignment process and instead suggests that long 
415 periods of atmospheric persistence in the European-North Atlantic domain are characterised 
416 by easterly flow patterns closely resembling WP27 and WP28. 
417 4. Conclusions
418 We have investigated the persistence properties of a time series of 30 WPs defined by MSLP 
419 over the North Atlantic Ocean and Europe. By developing an empirical counting method that 
420 accounts for more relaxed persistence rules than currently in the literature, we have shown 
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421 that there are multi-month periods when normally transient WP behaviour can be reduced 
422 down to many occurrences of small sets of WPs. These periods generally result in drier than 
423 average conditions for western UK regions and have coincided with notable meteorological 
424 events, including droughts. This geographical divide is a result of the predominance of 
425 easterly WPs in the identified persistence periods. We also analysed persistence properties 
426 using a novel Markov model, which quantified the difference between first-order WP 
427 transition probabilities and those conditioned on prior occurrences, without the need for 
428 estimating the large numbers of parameters usually required by high-order Markov chains. 
429 Some WPs are more likely to reoccur than others, although we could not find a link between 
430 their persistence and the MSLP definition.
431 WP frequencies of occurrence are likely modulated by lower-frequency (slowly varying) 
432 physical processes, such as large-scale atmospheric teleconnection patterns and land-
433 atmosphere interactions. For example, studies have associated variations in the North Atlantic 
434 Oscillation (NAO) with changes and trends in the frequencies of WPs from a range of 
435 classifications (e.g. Stefanicki et al., 1998; Casado et al., 2009; Kučerová et al., 2017). In 
436 particular, during the 1990s the NAO entered a more positive phase (Ostermeier and Wallace, 
437 2003), which means an increased pressure gradient between the teleconnection’s high and 
438 low pressure centres near the Azores and Iceland, respectively, resulting in a strengthening of 
439 the prevailing westerly flow. Coinciding with this, Kučerová et al. (2017) show that WPs 
440 featuring zonal (meridional) flow became more (less) frequent over northern and central 
441 Europe. Similarly, more frequent northerly WPs over the central and eastern Mediterranean 
442 corresponded to an eastward shift of the NAO pressure centres during the same decade (Jung 
443 et al., 2003; Beranová and Huth, 2008). To our knowledge, there are no studies formally 
444 linking changes in WP persistence to changes in large-scale atmospheric circulation (or other 
445 physical mechanisms), offering an opportunity for further research. WP persistence, explored 
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446 as both mean persistence over time (see references in Section 1) and longer-term persistence 
447 (as analysed in this study) could be linked to variations in atmospheric and oceanic processes 
448 thought to influence MSLP in the relevant domains. As highlighted by Kučerová et al. 
449 (2017), these kind of climatological studies should be done using multiple, and indeed as 
450 many as possible, WP classifications in order to avoid the over-interpretation of results 
451 arising from use of a single classification. This merits investigation, as previous research 
452 suggest that there are certain conditions that foster atmospheric persistence. The monthly 
453 persistence of low-frequency atmospheric circulation patterns, such as the NAO and other 
454 teleconnections, is well known (van den Dool and Livezey, 1984; Barnston and Livezey, 
455 1987; Perlwitz and Graf, 2001). It is thought that this persistence is partly modulated by 
456 stratospheric processes, as anomalies in the stratosphere tend to propagate into the 
457 troposphere at lead-times of one to two weeks (Baldwin and Dunkerton, 1998; Thompson et 
458 al., 2002). Of particular interest for Europe is how stratospheric anomalies in the northern 
459 hemisphere have a similar surface signature to some teleconnection patterns, including the 
460 NAO (Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001). 
461 Land-atmosphere feedbacks may also contribute to modifying WP frequencies of occurrence 
462 and persistence. For example, the importance of soil moisture in contributing to heatwaves 
463 has been well documented, with major European events, such as that over western Russia in 
464 2010, being preceded by anomalously dry soils (Fischer et al., 2007; Vautard et al., 2007; 
465 García-Herrera et al., 2010; Mueller and Seneviratne, 2012; Quesada et al., 2012; Miralles et 
466 al., 2014; Hauser et al., 2016). Relatedly, several studies have linked changes in the mean 
467 persistence of WPs from the Grosswetterlagen classification (Hess and Brezowsky, 1952) 
468 between 1988 and 1997 to severe central European heatwaves in the 1990s (Kyselý, 2002; 
469 Kyselý and Domonkos, 2006; Kyselý, 2007). Interestingly, these studies show that the 
470 persistence of all WPs increase during this period, not just those we might typically associate 
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471 with heatwaves (i.e. anticyclonic WPs), although as Kyselý and Domonkos (2006) note, 
472 persistent atmospheric anomalies can support climate anomalies in both directions. However, 
473 Cahynová and Huth (2009) questioned the credibility of changes in WP persistence of this 
474 classification in the 1980s, as they were not reflected in analyses of other data sets. This again 
475 reinforces the point made by Kučerová et al. (2017) that studies of this nature should utilise 
476 multiple classifications.
477 This study may be useful for further research in several ways For example, the methods used 
478 to identify and quantify persistence are applicable to any WP classification, making them 
479 useful for any region in the world that has such a classification. Furthermore, we have 
480 demonstrated the potential to build a statistical forecast model for WP occurrences by 
481 showing that their transition probabilities change when conditioned on persistence. While 
482 physically-based WP forecast models are in use operationally (Neal et al., 2016), to our 
483 knowledge there is no data-driven approach to this problem, except by Fayos and Fayos 
484 (2007). Harnessing the persistence shown here may be a viable option for building this 
485 model, which may be of value as a way of benchmarking the dynamical systems.
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692 Figure captions
693 Figure 1: Weather patterns in MO-30. Shading indicates mean sea level pressure (MSLP) 
694 anomalies.The black contours are isobars showing the absolute MSLP values associated with 
695 each weather pattern, with the centres of high and low pressure also indicated.
696 Figure 2: HadUKP daily precipitation regions.
697 Figure 3: Box plots show the distribution of consecutive occurrences of each WP. Black 
698 circles represent the 90th percentile of the distribution of maximum consecutive occurrences 
699 from the 1000 simulated series. A simulated value less than the observed maximum indicates 
700 that 90% of the simulated series fail to capture the persistence of the observed series.
701 Figure 4: First-order transition probabilities for MO-30 WPs.
702 Figure 5: a) and b) show box plots and the underlying data for the number of days in each 
703 persistence period for EC30 and EC60. Whiskers are 1.5 times the interquartile range beyond 
704 the 25th and 75th percentiles. c) and d) are counts of how often each WP appears in the 
705 persistence period sets.
706 Figure 6: WP time series (top), with expected precipitation anomalies derived from WPs and 
707 observed precipitation anomalies (bottom). Plotted for two EC30 persistence periods during 
708 a) winter 1962/63 and b) winter 1990 and four EC60 persistence periods during c) summer 
709 1968, d) winter 1962/63, e) winter 1995/96 and f) winter/early spring 2012.
710 Figure 7: Boxplots of a) and b) expected, and c) and d) observed precipitation anomalies 
711 during persistence periods for a) and c) EC30, and b) and d) EC60. Expected anomalies are 
712 sampled from the distributions of precipitation anomalies for WPs occurring in each 
713 persistence period. Whiskers represent the 5th and 95th percentiles.
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714 Figure 8: ECDFs for  with a) , b) , c) , d) , and for e)  and f) 𝐷5,𝑢𝑖,𝑗 𝑢 = 1 𝑢 = 2 𝑢 = 3 𝑢 = 4 𝐷(10,6)𝑖,𝑗
715  for observed (solid line) and simulated (dashed line) series.𝐷(15,10)𝑖,𝑗
716 Figure 9: Counts of how often each individual value (i.e. WP transition) in the  𝐷(𝑘,𝑢)𝑖,𝑗
717 distribution is below the 20th percentile, over all  and .𝑘 𝑢
718 Figure 10: a) Independent of the penultimate WPj, how often each value (i.e. WP transition) 
719 in the  distribution is below the 20th percentile, over all  and . Observed series 𝐷(𝑘,𝑢)𝑖,𝑗 𝑘 𝑢
720 represented by the black circles and 1000 simulated series by the boxplots. Whiskers are the 
721 5th and 95th percentiles. b) Observed counts minus median of the simulated counts.
722 Table 1: Choices of window length, , and strictness of persistence, , for MM.𝑘 𝑢
723 Table 2: Number of persistence periods beginning in each month.
724 Supporting Information
725 Figure S1: Frequencies of MO-30 WPs by month for the observed series (grey circles) and 
726 1000 simulated series (boxplots). Whiskers are the 5th and 95th percentiles.
727 Figure S2: Boxplots showing correlation between each WP and the concurrent underlying 
728 SLP anomaly fields 1850-2016. Whiskers are the 5th and 95th percentiles.
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  
5 1, 2, 3, 4 
10 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 
15 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12 
20 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, 15 
Table 1: Choices of window length, , and strictness of persistence, , for MM. 
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Table 2: Number of persistence periods beginning in each month. 
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Graphical Abstract 
Title: Weekly to multi-month persistence in sets of daily weather patterns over Europe and 
the North Atlantic Ocean 
Authors: Douglas Richardson*, Christopher G. Kilsby, Hayley J. Fowler, András Bárdossy
 
Persistence in time series of daily weather pattern classifications can provide useful 
information such as on the memory of broad-scale atmospheric circulation. We develop two 
novel methods for identifying persistence in a 167-year time series of weather patterns 
defined over the North Atlantic-European domain, showing that there were multi-month 
periods when small sets of WPs dominated. Some of these periods coincided with notable 
meteorological events, such as the Burn’s Day Storm over southern Scotland in 1990 (see 
image). 
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